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I feel more and more like Truman in The Truman Show, since this newest theater project looks to be
aimed directly at me.  They know I am a bicyclist and that I am living in California, and they need to
try to increase my fear levels.  They are trying to break me, but as you see I ain't buying it.  

A rich 58-year-old doctor in Laguna Beach was allegedly riding a bike at 3pm on a busy six-lane street
with bike lane (Pacific Coast Hwy at Crown Valley Pkwy) when he was purposely run over by a
black/hispanic man in a white Lexus at high speed.  The man then got out of the car and stabbed him
multiple times to make sure he was dead, screaming about “white privilege”.  You already see why I
think it was fake.  It is too synched in to current projects.  Also note they chose a 58-year-old guy to die
here.  How old am I?  59. 

Other curious fake facts: witnesses claimed the assailant, Vanroy Evan Smith, an accountant, also had a
BB gun.  So, both a knife and a BB gun to assault a doctor already dying in the road?  Makes perfect
sense.  This black/hispanic accountant was also apparently rich, since he was driving a late model
Lexus, which runs about $60,000.   So this was not some gang member from East LA.  Dana Point is
not their turf.  He had been spouting off on social media about various crazy things, setting us up for
this event.  Standard issue FBI or DHS fiction.  He was allegedly held by bystanders on the scene until
police arrived, also unlikely if he had both a gun and a knife. 

But I will tell you more.  It was easy to discover from simple websearches.  First of all, the video looks
fake.  It was allegedly shot from a great distance from nearby apartments, but it has so little resolution
you can't tell what is actually going on.  It looks like CGI at a glance, since the car morphs out of thin



air.  It is a large intersection that probably has cameras of its own, so why are we relying on crap
footage from far away?  In fact, I checked and it has both speed cameras and wide-angle general spy
cams.  This is Southern California, after all.  

We then get close-ups of the aftermath, with pictures of the smashed bike and a helmet in the road, and
so on.  Many problems, though, starting with the fact the bike is a cheap piece of junk that no rich
doctor would ever be riding.  Then we see a single shoe standing upright in the road and untagged: the
usual marker in these fake events.  We have seen it over and over, perhaps most memorably in the
Charlottesville fake.  Notice they left the single shoe there after clearing all the other stuff, including
the helmet, broken seat, and a bunch of trash I guess we are supposed to think came out of a doctor's
backpack.  And do you notice anything else in that photo under title?  Take your time.

How about the word MONARCH?

Just a coincidence, I'm sure.

http://mileswmathis.com/charl.pdf


Also suspicious is how on-the-nose those pictures are.  If you were trying to ignite race wars, you
couldn't manufacture two better pictures than those.  The only way they could be more obvious is if
they put Mammone in a white cowboy hat and gave Smith a swastika tattoo in the middle of his
forehead.  They saved that for social media posts, where Smith claims to be a Rastafarian with Black
Panther connections.  In these posts, he claims to be black/white, but we can tell from his pics he is part
Hispanic.  He also misspells “thought” as “thaught” and “similar” as “simular”.  Unlikely for a rich
accountant.  He also talks about yellow/cyan/magenta, which I find especially uncanny, since I just
published a paper on magenta.  When was the last time you talked about magenta online?  Confirming
this fake event is aimed right at me.  They composed that post recently and backdated it to 2020.  

Unfortunately, they left up this on his Facebook pages:



 
So Smith is a rich cyclist himself, with an expensive carbon frame and the whole lycra racing thing.
He is in a race there.  Cyclists don't kill other cyclists with cars, it pretty much goes without saying.  

A search on this doctor Michael Mammone finds that is he from a very wealthy family with a ranch in
Los Olivos.  Los Olivos is a hugely wealthy area, with multi-million dollar ranches, including of course
Neverland.   His sister is Michelle Dewerd, 59, who owns the Los Olivos ranch.  She has run for Santa
Barbara County School Board.  These Dewerds are very wealthy, linking us to Dewerd Capital Partners
and Jourdain Blaise (Jourdi) Dewerd.  The business address for Dewerd Capital is that Los Olivos
Ranch.  From his LinkedIN page:

For the 14 years prior to founding de Werd Capital Partners, was a co-founder and Managing Director of Greif & Co., a
Los Angeles investment bank which had completed over $10 billion of mergers and acquisition and other corporate
fnance transactions in those 14 years.

Regularly authors articles on investment banking and corporate fnance topics for industry publications and lectured in
the feld for the Marshall School of Business at USC, the USC Family Business Program, the Los Angeles Times
Symposium for Small Business, the CalTech/MIT Venture Forum, the American Management Association, LAVA (Los
Angeles Venture Association), Harvard Business School Association of Orange County, California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo and the Anderson School of Business at UCLA.



Hmmm.  An owl.  So it may be another CIA front.  Who is Dewerd's co-founder of Greif?  That would
be Lloyd Greif, previously of Sutro Inc., the oldest investment bank in the western US.  He is also
previously of Deloitte, linking us to Lauren Dewerd, below.  This is from Greif's posted bio:

In 1997, he endowed the Lloyd Greif Center for Entrepreneurial Studies at USC’s Marshall
School of Business. The Greif Center is consistently ranked among the top 5 entrepreneurial
studies centers in the world. Lloyd is past chair of the Business Tax Advisory Committee
appointed by Mayor Eric Garcetti and the Los Angeles City Council, the Board of Directors of
the Los Angeles Economic Development Corporation (LAEDC) and the Los Angeles Police
Foundation, a member of the Board of Directors of the California Chamber of Commerce,
chairman of the Advisory Council of the Lloyd Greif Center for Entrepreneurial Studies at
USC, a member of the Board of Leaders of the USC Marshall School of Business, a member of
both the Young Presidents’ Organization (YPO) and YPO Gold, past member of the Board of
Overseers of Loyola Law School and the Board of Trustees and Treasurer of the Florence
Academy of Art, and a member of the Board of Advisors of the National Museum of American
Illustration.

So, we have links to area police, explaining how they could run this fake event.  As you see, we are
well down the rabbit hole now.  Who would have thought we could get all this from a random bike
accident?  Sutro &Co has since merged with Dain Rauscher, becoming RBC Wealth Management, a
part of Royal Bank of Canada, so this bike event has now linked us right to the top.   

Also see Lauren Dewerd, a Senior Manager at Deloitte in DC.  She may link us to Smith, since Deloitte
is a huge accounting firm and Smith is an accountant.    

According to PeopleFinders, other residents at that Los Olivos Ranch, 3340 Foxen Canyon Road,
include Bridget Niemeir, and if we look her up at InstantCheckmate, she is aka Bridget Foresta and
Bridget Smith.  Hmmm.  What was the name of the guy who stabbed Mammone?  Vanroy or Evan
Smith.  

Police haven't been able to find a link between Mammone and Smith in two days but I found it in about
ten minutes.  And it isn't a coincidence, as I quickly found at InstantCheckmate.  Bridget Niemeir is
related to Austin Smith and Wayne Smith.  So I did a search for Wayne Smith in Los Olivos.  There
were several results, so I did an in-page search on “Evan”.  Guess what I found:

https://www.peoplefinders.com/address/3340-foxen-canyon-rd-los-olivos-ca-93441/wq5cbkp920


I remind you that Vandenburg Air Force Base is in Lompoc, and we find it in both the listings for
Duane and Evan Smith.  I think all these Evan Smiths are the same guy, since we find the last one in
many CIA towns in Virginia, including Fairfax and Alexandria.   Duane is definitely military since he
has an APO address as well as Lompoc.  Duane is related to both Austin and Evan, giving us the hard
link between Evan Smith and Bridget Smith Niemeir, related to Mammones.  

So why was this event actually run?  I don't really believe it was run just to eff with me.  That is just a
sidelight.  Obviously it is an eyes-off event, to take your eyes off real news and get you talking about
other things.  So it is probably linked to Pfizer, which is running hundreds of eyes-off events right now,
as misdirection from their vaccine genocide.  Best guess in these Mammones and Smiths have both



Hollywood and Pfizer links, and that Michael Mammone, 58, was either already dead or mortally ill,
possibly from vaccine injury.  So his family agreed to use him in this fake, probably run out of
Vandenburg.  Although there are very few Mammones in the US (about 150), we find many at IMDB,
indicating a Hollywood family.  For instance, see Robert Mammone, who was in two of the Matrix
movies as the character AK.  In the TV movie Flipper he played. . . a CIA agent.  His last role was in
the 2020 TV miniseries The Reckoning, about . . . serial killers.  

Also see Nick Mammone, a producer known for 2020's The Cyclist.  No really.  

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm10388868/?ref_=fn_al_nm_4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Mammone





